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Abstract: Given the scarcity of valid and reliable scales this study aimed to find out the standard properties of parental scale competence for children with autism spectrum disorder according to the two-parameter logistic model. The study sample consisted of 795 parents. The instrument for the study was developed after reviewing previous literature. The factor analysis revealed that there was one trait behind the performance on the study scale; the results also revealed that the data fit the two-parameter logistic model; an item information function was extracted for the items, and the highest and the lowest values were revealed. Moreover, results of the study showed that there were statistically significant differences according to the gender variable in favor of females. In addition, statistically significant differences were found between the arithmetic means of the level of parental competence according to the educational qualification variable in favor of those parents with post graduate studies. The study suggested using the related scale and conducting more studies regarding parental competency using other variables.
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1. Introduction

Parental competence is a multidimensional construct that refers to parents' ability to meet their children's developmental and emotional needs effectively, it encompasses a broad range of skills, knowledge, and attitudes that parents need to provide a nurturing and supportive environment for their children, research has identified several factors that contribute to parental competence, such as parental warmth and sensitivity, consistent and appropriate discipline, effective communication, and parental self-efficacy.

Parental competence has been linked to positive child outcomes, including better social-emotional development, improved academic performance, and fewer behavioral problems. Conversely, low parental competence has been associated with a range of negative outcomes, such as child abuse and neglect, poor mental health, and academic underachievement [25, 37].

Parental competence for children with ASD includes understanding their specific needs, communicating with them in a way that they can comprehend, managing challenging behaviors, and creating a structured and predictable environment, providing appropriate emotional and social support for the child. Parental competence for these parents includes the ability to understand the individual needs of the autistic child, develop enhanced communication skills, and enhance their social abilities. Parental competence also includes the ability to deal with behavioral challenges resulting from autism disorder and achieving a balance between meeting the child’s needs and developing his skills and independence, parents need to learn strategies to promote their child's social communication skills, such as using visual aids and modelling appropriate behaviour, they also need to work closely with healthcare providers and educators to ensure that their child's needs are met, overall, parenting competence for children with ASD requires patience, flexibility, and a willingness to learn and adapt to the child's needs over time [30].

Parents' own experiences of being parented, their mental health status, and their level of stress and social support can all impact their parental competence, similarly, children's age, temperament, and developmental stage can influence the parenting strategies that are most effective for them, furthermore, cultural and contextual factors can also play a role in shaping parental competence, as parenting practices and expectations can vary across different cultures and social
To be an effective parent, a range of talents and tactics are necessary, including as emotional support, setting clear limits and expectations, active listening, and positive reinforcement. Positive reinforcement encourages positive behavior while discouraging negative behavior by rewarding children for good behavior. Setting clear limits and expectations entails creating regular rules and penalties that might assist youngsters in understanding what is expected of them and feeling safe in their surroundings. Finally, offering emotional support entails being empathetic to and supportive of the emotions of children, paying attention to and validating children's thoughts and feelings is one example of active listening, which may promote good communication and trust between parents and children [29].

Parenting competence is an essential component of supporting children's healthy development and well-being. A variety of abilities and techniques that consider the specific requirements and developmental stages of each child are essential to effective parental competence. Interventions that attempt to enhance parental competence may be very beneficial for both parents and children, promoting good family bonds, improving children's outcomes, and generally creating a healthier home environment [15].

[6] introduced the concept of parental competence through his theory of social learning as the individual's ability to perform a behaviour that achieves positive and desirable results in a particular situation, control life stresses that affect the individual's behaviour, and make self-expectations about how he performs the tasks and activities he performs. In addition, predicting the effort, activity, and perseverance necessary to achieve the work to be done and self-efficacy has a great impact on human development and its compatibility.

Parental competence refers to positive parenting practices, which include responsiveness, stimulation, non-punitive care, increased sensitivity to the child's needs, active parental orientation towards the child, evaluation of the child with fewer behavioural problems, and a higher level of parental competence that may cause parents to spend a great deal of effort in educating themselves while it is related to raising their children, especially those with disabilities, and motivate parents to adapt to the child's behaviour, which will have a positive and important impact on the development of children and their sense of comfort and satisfaction in their presence in terms of parental warmth, external support, equality, independence, reinforcement, and active participation during interaction with children in different life situations [32].

[19, 20] emphasized that parental competence is an expression of parents' awareness of their responses to behavioural situations that are characterized by stimuli of care, direction, positive support, equality and non-discrimination between children, while giving them the opportunity to participate effectively. There are many concepts related to the concept of parental competence. A third they called parental support, and despite these names, all of them focus on the positive aspect of parental treatment of fathers.

Many theoretical models that concern with the parental competence have been greatly affected by three elements that may have a different effect on the formation of parental competence, which are: [17,18].

First: Personal growth and psychological happiness of parents. Second: Characteristics of the child. Third: social support and the developmental history of parents' personality in addition to their feelings of happiness, are the most important elements in shaping parents' self-efficacy. Mothers of children with disabilities may generally go through a lot of negative experiences such as anxiety, depression, sadness, pessimism, negativity, and low self-esteem, which may reduce parental efficiency among them, and here they may find it difficult to face those challenges and problems the disabled child suffers from [23,27,36].

1.1 Requirements to achieve parental competence

Parental competencies require a mix of elements such as knowledge, skills, attitudes, and social support. Understanding of child development, parenting practices, and successful communication, among other things, are examples of knowledge. Parents must have access to accurate and trustworthy information based on scientific evidence and suited to their child's specific requirements. The capacity to use this information successfully in daily interactions with children, such as active listening, positive reinforcement and setting appropriate limits, is referred to as skills [10].

Parent training programs, peer support groups, and home visiting programs are among the interventions that have been created to increase parental competence. These treatments use a variety of tactics, including as role-playing, group discussions, and modelling, to improve parents' knowledge, abilities, attitudes, and social support. Parent training programs, for example, focus on educating parents’ evidence-based parental methods while also giving feedback and support. Peer support groups allow parents to share their experiences and learn from one another, whereas home visiting programs give one-on-one support and counselling to parents in their own homes [20].

Achieving parental competence requires a multifaceted approach that addresses parents' knowledge, skills, attitudes,
and social support. Interventions that promote parental competence can have significant benefits for parents and children, such as improved child outcomes, reduced parental stress, and increased parental satisfaction and confidence [24].

1.2 Some of these requirements are listed below.

1.2.1 Having a high level of awareness and experience:
If the parents have a high level of awareness and understanding based on knowledge, training, and experience and they do what they should towards their children, this will help the children achieve psychological compatibility on a personal and social level, thus the parents will enjoy a healthy child [33, 22].

1.2.2 Adopting new methods of raising children that parents are not accustomed to:
Parents should adopt new methods that help them deal with their children with autism spectrum disorder [18].

1.2.3 Good interaction between parents and children:
The development of a child's personality in a healthy manner depends to a high degree on the extent of good interaction in his relationship with his parents, because parents' attitudes towards treating children differ from one family to another, and the children's responses differ as a result [25, 26]. [37] pointed out that having a child with an AUSD in the family can lead to psychological trauma for parents, causing them to suffer from many negative emotions such as anxiety, depression, and guilt.

This was confirmed by [13] where they indicated the high level of psychological burnout among parents of a child with autism spectrum disorder and what it includes: a feeling of emotional stress, dulling of feelings, and a lack of a sense of achievement as a result of their lack of ability to help their son, who suffers from this disorder, in addition to the economic burdens, and having to spend most of the time with this child to help him and meet his needs, which he cannot do alone because of how he suffers from this disorder [14].

[5] describes individuals with high self-efficacy as attributing failure to insufficient effort, and this serves to guide success, while those with low self-efficacy attribute failure to low self-efficacy; Therefore, they believe that the work is more difficult than it is in reality, which always exposes them to falling under pressure, and that the person who feels a high degree of self-efficacy will exert more effort and perseverance than the one who feels a lower degree of self-efficacy, and has confidence that his endeavors will lead to success no matter how difficult the situation. When parents reach the required level of parental competence, their awareness, consciousness, and response to the needs of their children will increase, taking into account their children's problems and challenges [36].

1.3 Item Response Theory
The item response theory (IRT), also known as the latent response theory, is a family of mathematical models that aim to explain the link between latent traits (unobservable characteristics or attributes) and their manifestations (observed outcomes, reactions, or performance). They create a connection between the qualities of items on an instrument, the responses of individuals to these objects, and the underlying feature being assessed. IRT presumes that the latent construct (e.g., stress, knowledge, attitudes) and measure items are structured on a latent continuum. As a result, its primary goal is to determine the individual's place on the continuum [4].

IRT proposed many models to aiming to provide several advantages such as: including the ability to estimate item parameters, using partial credit models, the ability to handle missing data and unequally spaced response categories, and finally the ability to model item dependencies [9,17].

1.3.1 Assumptions of item response theory:
A- Unidimensionality: Which posits that the test measures a single construct or trait. This assumption is critical because IRT models assume that all items in the test are measuring the same construct and that the construct is being measured consistently across different items. Violation of this assumption can lead to inaccurate estimates of item parameters and may affect the reliability and validity of the test [4].

B- Local independence: Which states that, the response to one item is independent of the response to other items in the same test [9].

D- Characteristics curve: Which indicates the existence of a mathematical function that links the probability of the correct answer to the item with the examinee’s ability that was measured by a set of items in the scale that was built for that purpose.

E- "Speediness" implies that the speed factor does not play a role in correctly answering the test item, meaning that the
failure of individuals to answer the item is due to their low ability, not to the effect of the speed factor \cite{12,11}.

1.3.2 Two-parameter logistic model:

This model assumes that the probability of an individual with latent ability level \( \theta \) to endorses an item with two item characteristic parameters: the difficulty and the discrimination parameters of the item, the two-parameter logistic model equation takes the following form:

\[
p(\theta) = \frac{e^{D_{ai}(\theta - b_i)}}{1 + e^{D_{ai}(\theta - b_i)}}
\]

There are many criteria that have been used to select the items of measurement tools in general and attitude measures in particular, and the vast majority of these criteria stem from the concepts of the Classical Theory of measurement (CTT). While Anastasi, as cited in \cite{11}, stated that Item Response Theory (IRT) constitutes a new and documented scientific framework for selecting items at the present time, it addresses many educational and psychological issues more effectively than traditional theories.

\cite{26} Carried out a study to assess the psychometric properties of a culturally relevant instrument which Iranian practitioners could use as part of their assessment process, and which would assist them with devising family-center supports to parents of children with autism. The instrument developed in this study demonstrated acceptable psychometric properties. Content validity and face validity were assured, factor analysis led to the development of a 2-factor solution accounting for 71.4\% of the observed variance. Reliability of the instrument using the calculation of the Cronbach's alpha coefficient was reported as 0.98 for the entire instrument. The parental competence scale demonstrated acceptable psychometric properties.

\cite{16} conducted a study that aimed to know the relationship between parental self-efficacy and psychological stress and physical complaints among fathers of children with developmental disorders in the Bedouin society in Palestine. The research used five scales, and the results of the study found a negative relationship with statistical significance between parental self-efficacy and psychological stress among the study participants.

The study of \cite{7} aimed to find out about parental stress and parental self-efficacy and their relationship to marital satisfaction and attention disorder accompanied by hyperactivity in children. The sample consisted of (182) fathers with children in the first to ninth grades; (63) parents have children with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder; (199) parents have normal children, and a measure of parental self-efficacy, parental stress, and marital satisfaction was used. People with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder have a high level of parental stress and a low level of parental self-efficacy and marital satisfaction.

\cite{2} conducted a study that aimed to reveal the parental practices and their relationship to emotional regulation among students with learning difficulties the study sample consisted of 300 female students in secondary education, aged between 14 and 17 years, from some government schools affiliated to the Directorate of Education in Helwan Educational Administration, Cairo Governorate. The results of the research showed that there were statistically significant differences between the arithmetic means of student emotional regulation attributed to student with normal families, also the findings showed that the level of parental practices was high.

\cite{35} conducted a study to find out the level of parental self-efficacy and parental practices of parents of children with physical difficulties compared to parents of normal children. The parental trust test was used to measure parental self-efficacy, as well as a parental practices test, and a demographic questionnaire. The results of the study showed a high level of parental competence. Furthermore, the results indicated no statistically significant differences between the means of the parental competence attributed to the child's situation (normal, with physical difficulties).

\cite{31} conducted a study aimed at knowing the relationship between quality of life and parental competence among mothers of intellectually disabled children who can be taught. The study sample consisted of (235) mothers in Egypt, the questionnaire was adopted as a study instrument. According to the study's findings, there is a positive, statistically significant correlation between quality of life and parental competence, and there are no differences in parental competence due to age.

\cite{34} conducted a study aimed at examining the relative contributions of each of the self-esteem and the perceived parental competence of the sons in predicting the self-disability of the mathematically gifted adolescents, in addition to examining the differences between the athletically gifted in individual and group games, as well as between the athletically gifted and the ordinary in self-disability. The study sample included 90 mathematically gifted adolescents (average age of 14 years; standard deviation 1.258); and 90 mathematically gifted adolescents (average age of 26.15...
2. Statement of the study problem

Parents of children with autism spectrum disorder face many problems that may affect the interaction between them and their children. They may feel embarrassed by the presence of a disabled child in the family, some parents may engage in violent behaviour towards their children with autism spectrum disorder. Expressing the frustration, they feel when they are unable to deal with them. The problem of the current study is to highlight the need for a measure of parental competence scale, as the existing measures in this framework measure some parental treatment methods or parents’ attitudes in general using the classical test theory.

One of the important additions by item response theory in the field of constructing and developing psychological and educational measures and various tests is the possibility of avoiding the effects of contradictory responses by respondents, which is the phenomenon that occurs when participants tend to choose sequential or similar answers in the context of the questionnaire. This theory is also based on the idea that participants in studies or questionnaires, respond to a group of statements or items that constitute a context that should not be separated from each other, which means that understanding and responding to the items requires looking at the context represented by the entire paragraph, which contributes greatly to ensuring the quality and accuracy of the data. Using the item response theory to construct this scale, will enable us to reach a scale with appropriate psychometric properties and objectivity in measuring parental competence allowing researchers and interested people to use this scale. In light of this, the following questions can be asked:

The first question: How well are the assumptions of the two-parameter model satisfied?

The second question: What are the estimations of the item’s parameters of each item of the parental competence scale for children with autism spectrum disorder according to the two logistic parameter model?

The third question: Are there statistically significant differences at (α = 0.05) in the level of parental competence for children with autism spectrum disorder attributed to (gender and educational qualification)?

2.1 The significance of the study:

This study has theoretical and practical significance as follows:

2.2 Theoretical significance:
The theoretical importance of the current study lies in addressing the issue of parental competence for children with autism spectrum disorder, as it is considered one of the topics directly related to the good interaction between parents and their children, especially those with ASD. It has to do with the upbringing and success of the child, and it is expected that this study may add important theoretical frameworks for researchers and those interested in the issue of parental competence.

2.3 Practical importance:

The practical importance of this study stems from proposing a scale of parental competence for children with autism spectrum disorder, which has appropriate psychometric properties through the use of the two-parameter logistic model under the framework of IRT, which may provide us with accurate estimation. Moreover, the findings of the current study may contribute to planning programs to improve parental competence.

2.4 Terminology of study

2.4.1 Parental competence:

Parents’ awareness of the practices they make towards their children with autism spectrum disorder, which have a positive impact on the behaviour of their children, and which lead to parents’ feelings of satisfaction and comfort in terms of parental warmth, external support, equality, independence, and parental reinforcement through the interaction of parents in different life situations [36].

2.4.2 Autism spectrum disorder (ASD)

The American Autism Society ASA (2016) defined autism spectrum disorder as a type of developmental disorder that has signs and indicators in the first three years of a child’s life, as it appears as a result of a blood chemical defect or brain injury, which affects various aspects of growth, in which behaviour, communication, and thinking are disturbed. It is procedural defined that autism spectrum disorder children are diagnosed and enrolled in special education centers in the capital Amman governorate for the academic year (2022–2023).

2.4.3 Item response theory

2.5 Study limitations:

The study is determined within the following limits and limitations:

The study was limited to parents of children diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder.

Spatial boundaries: the study was conducted in the capital, Amman.

Time limits: The current study was conducted during the academic year (2022–2023).

3. Methodology

3.1 Study population:

The study population consisted of all parents of children with learning difficulties in the capital Amman governorate, whose number is 1371, according to the statistics of the Ministry of Social Development.

3.2 The study sample

The study sample consisted of (800) parents who were chosen by the available method, as Table 1. display.

| Table 1: Study individuals according to the study variables |
|------------------|-----|
| Gender           | N   |
| Male             | 405 |
| Female           | 395 |
| total            | 800 |
| B.A.             | 591 |
| Post Graduate studies | 209 |
| total            | 800 |

3.3 The study Instruments

To achieve the study objective a scale was developed after reviewing the previous literature and previous studies such as [3, 35] it consisted in its previous form of 30 items with 5-point rating scale based on Likert’s type. The scoring procedure for the tool with the option Strongly Agree as 5, Agree as 4, Undecided as 3, Disagree 2 and Strongly
3.4 The instrument validity

The instrument validity was assured by conducting the content validity through exposing the scale to a group of faculty members specialized in educational psychological sciences in a different Jordanian university. The amendments were carried out according to their notes and finally the scale consisted of 29 items. The minimum degree on the scale amounted to 29 while the maximum degree reached 145.

3.5 The Instrument Reliability

Reliability was assured by extracting Cronbach Alpha after applying the scale to pilot sample consisting of 25 participants, were value reached 0.89 which considered accepted for the study purposes.

4. Study Findings

4.1 The findings of the first question state: To what extent are the assumptions of the two-parameter model fulfilled?

Unidimensionality

The one-dimensional hypothesis of the test was verified through SPSS software, by performing principal components analysis with orthogonal rotation of the Varimax axes for the data obtained by the researchers by applying the scale to the study participants. To perform the exploratory factor analysis the adequacy of the study sample was checked using the Kaiser-Mayer-Olkin KMO index for the test was 0.75. The sample size adequacy index should be at least 0.50 to be acceptable, Table 2 display the results of this analysis.

Table 2: Eigenvalues, the explanatory variance and the cumulative variance of the factors that make up the parental aptitude test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>factor</th>
<th>Eigenvalues</th>
<th>The percentage of explained variance</th>
<th>The percentage of accumulated explained variance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.684</td>
<td>10.526</td>
<td>10.526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.726</td>
<td>4.931</td>
<td>15.456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.387</td>
<td>3.964</td>
<td>19.421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.338</td>
<td>3.824</td>
<td>23.245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.293</td>
<td>3.693</td>
<td>26.938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.195</td>
<td>3.416</td>
<td>30.353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.147</td>
<td>3.277</td>
<td>33.630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.119</td>
<td>3.198</td>
<td>36.829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.078</td>
<td>3.080</td>
<td>39.909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.052</td>
<td>3.005</td>
<td>42.913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.034</td>
<td>2.954</td>
<td>45.867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.027</td>
<td>2.933</td>
<td>48.800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1: Graphic representation of the Eigen Values of the factors that make up the parental competence scale

It is evident from Table 2. that there are only twelve factors, which are greater than (1) explaining a total variance of
48.800\%. The first factor amounted 3.684 with explained variance 10.526\%, while the latent root of the second factor reached 1.726 with explained variance 4.931\%, moreover the ratio of the latent root of the first factor to the latent root of the second factor is greater than 2, which indicates one-dimensionality for the trait measured by the parental competence scale test. Figure 1 shows the graph (Scree Plot) of the latent roots of the factors that make up the parental competence scale.

It is noted from Figure1, that the value of the eigenvalue of the first factor is large compared to the second factor, and that there is a shift in the slope at the third factor while it remains close to the rest of the factors, which also suggests the presence of a dominant factor indication the existence of one-dimensionality.

4.1.1 Local independence:

Since the one-dimensional assumption has been fulfilled, this guarantees the fulfillment of the local independence assumption, as indicated by [12].

4.1.2 Discrimination Equality Indices:

The equality of discrimination was verified by calculating the item correlation coefficients with the total score on the test; That is, the bivariate correlation coefficient, where the inequality of the discriminant indices was checked using the Bilog-MG3 program through the outputs of the first stage in it, where the results indicated that the discrimination indicators are not equal for all items, and this is evidence of the inadequacy of the one parameter logistic model for the data.

4.1.3 Fitting the IRT models to the data

By fitting one of the item response theory models with the results of applying the parental competence scale, the data obtained was analyzed using the BILOG-MG3 program three times and independently, in order to determine the least number of items that do not fit the used model in each case.

The two-parameter logistic, the one parameter logistic model, the three-parameter logistic model. The number of items that were excluded from the one model reached 15 items, from the two parameter model 9 and from the three parameter model 13 items, thus the number of items for the parental competence scale test according to the two parameter model reached 26 items, and the results also showed 5 Individuals unfitting the two parameter logistic model where the statistical significance value of the probability amount was less than 0.05 and their responses were deleted and 795 responses were kept checked after verifying their conformity.

The result of the first question may be attributed to the objectivity of the procedures followed for building the competence scale and verifying its validity by extracting the needed procedures such as: validity of the content, then the construction validity indicators, in addition to the clarity of the items of the scale and its commitment to the recommended standards in the formulation of the scales items.

4.2 The second question: What are the estimations of the item’s parameters of the parental competence scale for children with autism spectrum disorder according to the two logistic parameter model?

To answer this question, the parameters of each item of the parental competence scale for children with autism spectrum disorder were extracted through Bilog-MG-3.0 software after deleting the items and individuals that did not fit the two logistic model, Table 3 shows the parameters of each item of the parental competency scale, and item information function according to the two-parameter logistic model.

**Table 3:** Values of the parameters of difficulty (b), discrimination (a) and standard error (SE) for each of these values for the parental competence scale according to the two logistic model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>item</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>SE(a)</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>SE(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.538</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>1.613</td>
<td>0.291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.562</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>1.563</td>
<td>0.275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.297</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>1.161</td>
<td>0.354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.751</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td>0.108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.624</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>-0.249</td>
<td>0.123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.203</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>3.868</td>
<td>1.569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.254</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>3.223</td>
<td>1.630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.770</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>0.494</td>
<td>0.188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.460</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.754</td>
<td>0.208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.570</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>2.250</td>
<td>0.358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.830</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>0.853</td>
<td>0.142</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The lowest and highest values, the arithmetic mean and standard deviation of the values of the difficulty and discrimination parameters of the items were calculated according to the item response theory as shown in Table 4.

**Table 4:** The lowest and highest values, arithmetic mean and standard deviation of the values of the difficulty and discrimination parameters of the items according to the item response theory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Maximum Value</th>
<th>Lowest Value</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>-0.249</td>
<td>1.312</td>
<td>1.467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discrimination</td>
<td>4.81</td>
<td>0.203</td>
<td>0.637</td>
<td>0.241</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 shows that the value of the difficulty parameter ranged between -0.249-3.868 with an arithmetic mean 1.312, in addition the value of the discrimination parameter ranged between 0.203-4.81 with an arithmetic mean 0.637. This result may be attributed to the goodness of the taken procedures of building the study instrument and adhering to the correct methodology by verifying the validity and reliability of the scale, especially during the applying of the scale on the exploratory sample. The finding of this question agreed with the results of [26] study which demonstrated an acceptable psychometric property of the study scale.

4.3 The results of third which states: Are there statistically significant differences at (α = 0.05) in the level of parental competence for children with autism spectrum disorder attributed to (gender and educational qualification)?

To answer this question, the arithmetic means, standard deviations, and t-test of independent samples were extracted to reveal the significance of the differences between the arithmetic averages of the level of parental competence for children with autism spectrum disorder according to the gender variable and educational qualification, and table 5 shows these results.

**Table 5:** Arithmetic means, standard deviations, and the t-test results for the level of parental competence for children with autism spectrum disorder according to the gender variable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>male</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>4.89</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>female</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 shows that there are statistically significant differences in the level of parental competence, total score, due to gender in favour of female. This result may be attributed to the females’ ability to tolerate the behaviour of the children and deal with them. The mother spends more time with the children, which drives her to develop many skills and abilities to deal with her ASD child, and thus she can and meet his requirements, unlike fathers who spend most of their time at work. The finding of this question agreed relatively with the results of the [35] study which showed a high level of parental competence. In addition, this finding may be coherent with [31] study which showed a there is a positive, statistically significant correlation between quality of life and parental competence, and there are no differences in parental competence due to age.
4.3.1 Second, the Academic Qualification:

Table 6: Arithmetic means, standard deviations, and t-test results for the level of parental competence of children with autism spectrum disorder according to the educational qualification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Academic Degree</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B. A</td>
<td>591</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>-4.86</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgraduate</td>
<td>204</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>5.80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is noticed from Table 6, that there are statistically significant differences at ($\alpha = 0.05$) in the level of parental competence for children with autism spectrum disorder on the total degree and dimensions due to scientific qualification in favor of those with academic qualifications "post graduate studies". This may be attributed to the fact that both parents or one of them have high academic degrees and have developed many of their competencies due to the educational experiences that were acquired during higher studies, which were positively reflected in their competence and their dealings with their children with autism spectrum disorder.

5. Conclusion

Parental competence and caring skills of children with ASD are acquired and learned things that may be affected by instinct or inheritance from education. It is an educational practice that is guided by a series of goals, objectives, and principles. Normal parental interactions with children make them more integrated into the family and society. The home environment affects the behaviour of children at different age levels. Therefore, the matrix of childcare is linked to the development of aspects of cognitive, emotional, and motor behavior in children. The family is a psychological, social, and educational environment, which makes parental competence a decisive variable in its impact, in all aspects of the children’s personalities and the development of their ability to communicate and interact with others. Item response theory is an essential framework element in improving psychological and educational measures, as it enhances the accuracy of responses and reduces the influence of error and bias. Moreover, IRT contributes to deepening researchers’ understanding of participants’ opinions and perceptions, which enhances the value of the results drawn from these measures and questionnaires and contributes to the development of scientific knowledge in general. The item response theory is considered capable of giving consistent and stable estimation, with the logistic models it provides as the one used in this study. The results of parental competence revealed a moderate level of parental competency, which means there is a need for more attention to developing parental competence because of its great role in children’s life and future.

6. Recommendations

- Developing parental competence for through holding workshops and seminars
- Using the parental competence scale that was developed in this study as it had acceptable psychometric properties.
- Conducting more studies using variables other than those used in the current study.
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